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ABSTRACT

This report contains data, with appropriate evaluation and discussions, col-
lected during the first season on board the S.S. SEA-LAND McLEAN. Data collection
began with westbound Voyage 1 on October 8, 1972 and terminated with the eastbound
passage of Voyage 12 on April 5, 1973. A total of 80 data tapes were recorded con-
taining in excess of 50,000 separate data intervals from more than 100 transducers.

Discussions include a description of the digitized data, comparisons of
stresses with sea state, simultaneous response data from all transducers during
selected portions of a rough voyage, and a consideration of torsional responses.

The reports from the second and third data-collection seasons are not being
published in the Ship Structure Comnittee series of reports but they are available
through the National Technical Information Service under the following titles.

SL-7-9 . Second Season Results From L’@ Response Instmunentat<onAboard The
SL-7 C~ass Conkzinmship S.S. SEA-LAND McLEAN In North Atlantic
Service. 1976. AD-A034162.

SL-7-10- Third Season Results From Ship Response InstrumentationAboard The
SL-7 Class Containership S.S. SEA-LAND McLEAN In North Atlantic
Service. 1976. AD-A034175.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The S.S. SEA-LAND McLEAN is the first of the new SL-7 class of high-speed con-
tainerships. Salient particulars of the vessel are given in Table I, and the ves-
sel is shown in Figure 1. A multifaceted program of analysis and experiments,
coordinated by the SL-7 Program Advisory Comnittee of the National Academy of
Sciences--National Research Council , has been instituted to study this ship’s
structure and its responses to imposed 1oading. One important facet of this
program is the collection of data on structural and dynamic responses of the actual
(i.e., full scale) ship’s structure. This is being accomplished by an on-board
instrumentation system with sensors located throughout the vessel measuring strains,
stresses, accelerations, various sea characteristics and ship operating parameters
(see Reference 1). Presented in this report is a cross-section and summary of the
data gathered during the first season of operation on North Atlantic Voyages 1-12
during the period 8 October 1972 to 5 April 1973.

Collection of full-scale data is necessary from a number of standpoints. Any
predictions resulting from mathematical analyses or experimental models must ac-
curately characterize the actual structure, or must be correctable, in a known way,
to correlate the technique to the actual structure. Full-scale data, properly
interpreted, provides the criterion against which all predictive techniques of
structural response must be judged. A second but equally important use of full-scale
data is to provide the input loads which form the basis of the rational design. Such
load criteria can be gathered directly from a characterization of observed service
conditions, such as wind and wave probability distributions, or inferred from the
response of the vessel to the combination of these conditions. The latter scheme
requires a knowledge of the structure’s input-output or transfer function which again
can be provided by adequate full-scale data describing loads and responses. In sum,
full-scale data provides three indispensable parts of rational design: input loads,
responses, and the derived characteristics of the link between the two.

Since different aspects of the full-scale data are of interest to different in-
vestigators, no surmnarycan provide an exhaustive or even adequate character zation
of al1 the gathered data. Indeed, the basic form of the data, analog or digital
records on magnetic tape, is not reproducible here. The objective of this report,
therefore, is to document the quantity, 1imits, and formats of the data now available
and to present a cross-section and sunnnaryof it in a few of the forms most obviously
useful to investigators. As a further aid to those interested, a description is
given of some further possible data summary characterization and analysis schemes,
along with their relative costs.

II. INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

The shipboard instrumentation system is described in detai1 in Reference 1;
therefore, no attempt will be made in this report to duplicate that information.
Rather, a brief description of the important features, with special emphasis on the
data flow, wil1 be presented as a convenient surmnary.

r
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A. Shipboard

Al1 of the information obtained from the various transducers 1ocated through-
out the”vessel is recorded on two 14-track analog FM tape recorders located in the
instrumentation room. Recorder No. 1, designated the primary recorder, records the
same 13 signals whenever it is placed in operation. The fourteenth channel is used
as a noise compensation channel during reproduction.

The second recorder has its first thirteen channels switched through four
modes, designated A, B, C, and D. Each mode is recorded for thirty minutes sequen-
tially. Channel 14 is again used as a compensation channel in all modes. Each 30-
minute period is a data “interval”, and is assigned an interval number. Any
particular segment of data can thus be identified by referring to the folloying nomen-
clature.

1. Tape number-- (Al1 odd numbers are from No. 1 Recorder
and all even numbers are from Recorder
No. 2).

2. Voyage number and direction (E = East, W = West).

3. Index number (sequential numbering of each four-hour log-
book entry accompany ng each data tape).

4. Channel number and mode letter (Recorder No. 2 only)

5. Interval number.

Thus, by specifying “Tape No. 1, Voyage l-W, Index 1, Channel l-A, Interval 1“
a very specific 30-minute data interval is identified. A complete summary of the
signal assignments is provided in Table II. This presentation is in the same format
used in Reference 1. Table III contains a list of sensor and signal abbreviations
used in Table 11 and throughout this report.

Each interval of 30 minutes, whether on Recorder No. 1 or No. 2 is auto-
matically preceded by a one-minute electrical zero and a one-minute period of cal-
ibration signals.

1. Strain Gaqe Siqnals

The majority of the transducers used in this system are obtained from
various configurations of single-element strain gages with associated bridge comple-
tion and calibration resistors. These gages are attached to the surface of various
hull structural elements. Each strain gage is constructed with inherent temperature
compensation. That is, if the gage is attached to a plate which is subsequently
warmed (or cooled) but is otherwise unrestrained, no change in strain will be in-
dicated. If that plate is now restrained from expansion due to the temperature
change, a strain, associated with the degree of restoring stress necessarY, will be
indicated even though no change in length*occurred. Such a restraint is generated,
for example, when the sun warms the deck or upper hull girder while the lower hull is
in cooler water. This diurnal variation tends to induce compressive deck stresses
and tensi1e stresses under the waterline even though the displacement tends to hog
the ship.
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TABLE 11 (C.nti...d) ❑

SENSOQ L1?T

72/73 SCUM, a“d Calibra, im
m

.. . . . se”,., La.,,1.n (2, sells 1,1..
m. N.., ,,... Po. iti.o”

mu Circ.lt
c.” f,* 0,,.., ,. mc.rder 0,.”,1 Mod. c. 1 “nit. NO.

23 FDw 307 Level O& CL Me,, “em. “. . ...1. 2 10 A +1 (,) g

24 QD,,T 307 Lw, L 06 CL Ma.. Tram . ,. . ...1, 2 11 A +1 *

25 AD”l. 130 Level 05 lS+ P m.. Lo”s. L. Acc,l. 2 10 (.) A +1 g

26 NUT 130 l,,.,, 05 ,,’ , Ma.. T..”. ,. ,,,,1. 2 11 (.) A +1 *

27 Ecsr 186 i S 1.””,1 TOP
f

%,., Lang. shear 2 12 A 5000 PSI &

28 mm 186 ~ s ‘tunnel 8., ,!,,.. Long. Shear 2 13 A 5000 Ps L ‘

29 (1) LVB 2 1 B

30 ,.:1. 143 ,.,, side GLrd.r

I

single Lo”, N. Str.i. 2 2 B 33,.6 “.,., 6

31 A?- IB 143 ,,.. Deck c“,.., S<”,le Diag, N. strain 2

32 AR-lc 1, 3“ “n,er Deck

3 B 33A.6 ,,, /,, 6

Si. gl. T..”* ii, ,,,.,!, 2 & B 336.6 ,,, /,, 6

33 AR-2* 143 S,bd Side Gird.

{

single LQ”8, N, S,,.1” 2 5 B 334,6 ,,, /,,

34 M-2, 143 War L=, 0,,..,

6

single Meg, N, strain z 6 B 33L,6 ,-/,, 6

35 AA-2C 143 ““d., Deck single T,a”s N. S,,s%. 2 7 B 334.6 ,,/,, 6

36 M-3A 14,

[

SCbd 1“””.1 si. gl. ,..8. N. S,,.,. 2 8 B 334.6 ,,, /,, 6

37 AR-38 143. 1“ Mad S<. *1. Meg. i+. strain 2 9 B 334.6 ,,, /,, 6

38 m- 3C 1,63 “..3,. MA single . . . . . . N. S,, *,. 2 10 B 336.6 ,,, /,, 6

39 +&bA 14.3

{

S,bd ,“...1 W@. Lo”8 N. S,..,. 2 11 B 334,6 “-l,, 6

Go AR-LB ,,, 0., Board sin@, Diag. N. strain 2 12 B 334.6 ,-/,, 6

41 AR.4C ,163 under Deck single Tram N. “strain 2 .13 B 334.6 “!,r 6



TA3LE 11 (Cmtinu=d)

S~SOR LIST

sm..
,0.

42 (

43

44

&5

66

47

68

49

50

51

5Z

53

Y.

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

6,

64

65

66

se.,..
NO..

1.”,

n.

R,

Ilc

R2A

w,

R3C

w

RI,

X3C

w..

R&8

M c

GA

Es

F.Jc

?.6.

R6B

R6C

$i7A

R7B

R7C

,8.

RBB

R8C

I
291 PO,, side Gird

{

291 Near Deck Cur.aut

291 Under Deck

291 S,bd Side GLxd

I

291 ,,.. Ceck Cum”,

291 Und.r Deck

291 ,,bd 1.””,1

{

291 1. Board

291 ““d.. Deck

291 S,bd Tv,m.1

{

,91 out Board

291 Under Deck

.258 S,bd Side Gird

I

259 1. con. n., 2

258 ,nd, x Deck

{

258 $,bd Side Gird

258 0., corn, Ha, 2

258 Lhder Deck

258 s,,, s,,. CLrd

{

258 ,,.. Deck Cutout

258 ““.3,. M.k

2>8 S,bd Tu,”,l

\

258 1. Mad

258 ““d.. Deck

C’mfig,

single

Sinsle

Stwle

si.gle
Sml.

single

single

single

S%”81,

Single

Si”sle

SLwle

S<.*1.

single

single

single

si. *le

S1”,1,

single

single

si”*le

single

Si”&le
shale

/73 sea,

orient

LOW

Diag.

Tram

Long.

Diag.

. . . . . .

L.”~.

Diq.

T,a..

Long.

ma,

,,..s.

L.”~.

D1d~
Trans.

Lo”8.

Diag.

Iran.

Long.

Diw,

1,8”s .

b. g

Diag.

T,...

N. strain
N, S,,.,.

N. 5,,.1.

N. Strai.

., S,rai.

N, strain

N. SC..,”

N. strain

N. St,ai.

N. strain

N, Str.al.

!!, s,,.,.
N. S,,.,”

t+. strain

N, ,,,.,.

., strain

N. $,r,im

N, Strain

N. s,,.’.

N. Strain

N. S,..,.

N. Strain

N, $tmi”

N, S,,.,.

Recorder

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

--?_-

Channel

1

{

2-13

VIA

KS B

\

2-13

VIA

.,,

I

2-,3

“,.

RSB

[

Z-13

WA

?s,

{

2-13

V*A

R,,

{

2-13

v,.

m,

{

2-,3

“m

.s B

I

2-13

“M

m,
——

Mode
.

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

Full
Cal

33L.6

336,6

334.6

336.6

334.6

33,.6

33,.6

336.6

314.6

33G.6

33L.6

334.6

336,6

33’.6

336.6

316.6

33A.6

336.6

33&,6

334.6

334.6

334.6

334.6

3M.6.—

circuit
N..

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

b

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

b

6

6

6

6

“



e“..,
N..

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

81

84

85 (1

86

sm. or
x..

R9A

,9,

R9c

PJOA

R1O;

QJoc

RIM

.11,

R, ,C

R12A

RJ2B

R12C

PJ 3A

R13,

F.13C

U&.

,,4,

Rlcc

LV8

TCF, 1

Lom,lm (2)
r,... %, f,iom

258 ,cbd 1.””,1

I

2SB 0., Board

2S8 Und, z Deck

126 SCM side Gi,d

226

{

1“ Cmm. Hat 4

226 Wd.r Deck

226 S,bd Side Citd

{

226 0., Corn H., 4

226 “red. cd..k

126 ,,,d Side Gird

226 ,.., ~ck Cutout

226 “nd,rd, ck

226 ,,bd ,.””,1

I

226 In Board

226 ““d,, D.ck

226 S,bd Tunnal

I

216 0., Macd

226 ““d,, Deck

244 FVd TOP

TABLE 11 (ContL”ued)

SENSOR LIST.

72/73 season and calib..ti.n

Cmfig.

single
single

Stwh

single

single

single

Single

Si. gle

,i. @.

Sml,

single

S,. *1.

si. $le

single

siwle

S$ngl.

Sin*l.

S<”*L.

single

orient

Long.

91.s

Trams

LOW.

D,.,.

Tram

bog

Dig.

T..,,.

LO”*.

Dia,,

T,,”,

Lo”g.

DIw.

TKW,.

L.a”~,

Dia,,

N. S,..1.

N. Str. t.

N. .S,,.1.

N. Stzaf”

N. $,,.1”

N. strain

N. s,..,.

N, $,. ain
N. Scral”

N. Strain

N. Str. in
N. S,,. in

ii. strain

N. S,,.1”

N. strain

N. ,St. ain

N. S,,ai”

1Pa..rde,

2

2

1

2

2

2!

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

channel

{

2-13

VI,

P.SB

I

2-13

VIA

MB

I

2-13

VIA

R,%

{

2-13

“,.

8.5B

{

2-13

VIA

R5B

I

2-13

VIA

BSB

1

?.

7M,de

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

D

D

Full
Cal

334,6

334.6

334,6

334.6

334,6

lM.6

334.6

334.6

33&.6

33,.6

3W,6

336.6

3M,6

334,6

33&.6

334,6

334,6

336.6

,0038

WI m

“,~/-
“-r
“,,/,,
“,,P

“-P
“,!/,,

“,,r

“-/,,
“-/,,

“-v
“-/,,

“<,/,s
“,,/,,

“,,/,,

“-/,+
“ -P

u-v
“-r

PSI

Cl,c. Lr
,..

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6
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Sketches summarizing the locations of the strain gage sets are presented
in Figures 2 and 3. It should be noted that the single-element strain gages used
are installed in various configurations which have different properties. These
are described in detail in Reference 1, but can be summarized as follows:

a. Single element (quarter bridge) - a single strain gage element. Its
output is proportional to the strain along the element.

b. Dyadic gage - two single elements at an angle of 56° to each other.
In this configuration the output is proportional to the stress along the axis of sym-
metry.

c. A dyadic pair of gages oriented longitudinally on each side of the
ship, each lair connected to one arm of the bridge circuit. Depending on whether the
arms are opposite or adjacent, the output of this arrangement is proportional to the
vertical or horizontal bending stress.

d. Shear gage (half bridge) - two single elements at right angles to
each other. The output is proportional to the shearing stress along the axis of sym-
metry.

e. A shear gage half bridge on each side of the ship connected to form
a full bridge. Depending on the polarity of the connection, the output is propor-
tional to the vertical or torsional shearing stress.

f. Rosette - three single strain gage elements, each in a different
direction, near a point. This is a special case of the single element gage. Each
signal output is recorded separately and simultaneously. These readings completely
define the state of strain (both the normal and shearing strains, i,nany direction)
at this point. In the McLEAN installation, the rosette gage elements were oriented
in a longitudinal , athwartship and diagonal (from forward port to aft starboard)
direction.

2. Transducer Signals

In addition to the strain gage signals discussed above, 10 additional
transducer signals are provided as inputs to the recording system. These signals,
eight 1inear accelerometers and two angular displacement pendulums, are fully
described in Table IV. The primary function of these signals is to provide a record
of ship motions occurring at the same time as the recorded strain gage information.

3. Ship Operating Parameters

In order to supplement the logbook information, several of the ship oper-
ating parameters are obtained from various ship transducers using repeater devices
located in the instrumentation room. Electrical outputs are taken from these de-
vices and multiplexed prior to recording on Channel 10 of Recorder No. 1. The five
para!retersobtained in this manner are rudder angle, port and starboard shaft RPM,
and wind speed and direction. A physical.record of ship’s course is obtained from
an analog recorder located in the sea cabin behind the bridge. These records are
available at any time and will be obtained for the manned voyage when no longer re-
quired by regulation to be kept aboard the vessel.
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TwsDucER INFORMATION
(AS InitiallyInstalled)

Signal I Location I Transducer ‘=- [F.ll-seal.T s-,
FozvardH“ll NO. 2 CargoHold set..?Model 100, ~ Sgt. 1.49W
VerticalAcceleratiotI Secmd Deck,14 1/2,, SIN 068 Accelero-

Fvd of FR. 290, meter
ho~,P.rtof &

ForwardHull Set,,Model 100, ~ Sg,s 1.72WC
Transveme Acceleration same S/N 071,Acc.lero-

meter

MidshipHull No. 6 wrgo Hold SeersModel100, ~ 5g9s 1.66VW
verticalAcceleracim 23 1/2<,&d FR. 178 Sfti072 Acceler.-

11 llz,~Port of 4 meter
30‘ 11,>k... ‘LankTOP

MidshipHull Set,,Model 100, ~ 5g,e 1.58WC
TransverseAcceleration same SIN 070 Acceler.a-

meter

Forward Deckhouse wheelhouseOverhead SetraModel 100, ~ 5g9. 1.55VDC
verticalAcceleration 04 Le”el, on& at SIN 069 Accelero-

FR 307 1/2 -t,,

ForwardDdrimuse Set,.~del 100, ~ 2.5gms 1.70 VDc
Trmwv,rse Acceleration Sam? SIN 1361Accelero-

meter

Aft Deckhouse Fan &x.n &erhee.d SetraHz.del100, ~ 2.5g,s 1.60 vw
Lomglwdir,alAcceleration05 Level,1,,t. Port SIN 1362Accelem-

.f#, 2R 130 meter

Aft Dec!dmxe Set,,~del 100,
Tranavaraekeel.,*tin same SIN 1360AcceLerQ- ~ 1.5*,* 1.72WC

meter

MidshipPitch 26+,Wd of 3R 178 Hu@wey Pendulum * 45.
26- to rort of $

~2.25 WC,
Model C?17-0601-1

30S 11,,AiMveTank TOP S/N H3390

Mid#hipRoll same H~h~,y per.dul~ ~ 45. ~2.25 VDC
ModelC?17-0601-1
S/N U2075
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4. Wave Height Radar

One parameter which has always presented a problem to the researcher is
the measurement of the actual wave condition in a continuous manner. A new attempt
to solve this problem has been made by including an “Ocean Wave Height Radar System”
(OWHRS) developed by the Naval Research Laboratory as part of the instrumentation
package.
the data,
corder 1.

motions.
produced.
ment, but

5

This device was operational for several”voyages during the past season and
in the fotm of slant-range information, was recorded on Channel 3 of Re-

The signal , as recorded, contains the components of the various ship
These parameters must be removed before the true sea profile can be re-
No detailed analysis of this information will be presented in this docu-
several samples of the data wil1 be presented in subsequent sections.

Tucker I.WaveMeter System

A second attempt to achieve wave data has been made in this program by
the inclusion of a Tucker Wave Meter aboard the vessel. This British device, which
consists primarily of pressure cells and accelerometers mounted both port and star-
board, was installed at the end of the first season’s operation. Evaluation of data
from this device will be one of the tasks undertaken when reducing second-season
data.

6. Scratch Gages

As a supplementary program, mechanical scratch gage installations at a
midship location have been installed on all eight vessels of the class. The device
consists of a simple extensometer with mechanical amplification which causes a stylus
to mark on sensitive paper. The paper is advanced once every four hours and the
record thus obtained shows the maximum positive to maximum negative excursion of the
stylus in a four-hour period. One scratch gage is located in each ship’s starboard
tunnel near the midship frame except for the McLEAN, which has one scratch gage in
each tunnel. Oata tapes are being sent directly to the Ship Structure Connnitteeafter
CO1Iection by Teledyne. No data analysis is presently being undertaken by TMR, nor
is the data presented in this report.

7. Logbook

An important adjunct to the data recorded on the two magnetic tape re-
corders is the data 1ogbook kept by the instrumentation observer. Figure 4 shows
typical logbook entries. Environmental conditions are noted here along with informa-
tion to index the tape recordings. All sea, wind and wave conditions reported in
this document are derived from tnis source.

8. Quick-looks

The data reduction proces$ actually begins with “quick-look” playbacks
made aboard the ship. Each tape is played back on an oscillograph at a relatively
high speed, with a low paper speed. This produces a compact hard-copy record for
review. Signal peaks, relative levels and overall variations may be judged from
these records but details of the waveform cannot be seen.



Figure 4-A DATA LOG Issue: 1212f68
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In sum, shipboard data gathering produces analog magnetic tapes of the recorded
data from two tape recorders running simultaneously. In addition, a manual logbook
record is maintained which correlates the magnetic tape data with the conditions
existing at the time of the data. Quick-look records are also produced for on-site
quality control purposes, but these have little application to most data analysis
procedures except for scaling an overal1 maximum value for each interval.

B. Data Analysis Operations at TMR

1. Hard-Copy Analoq Records

As shown in Figure 5, the preponderance of data reduction takes place
after the recordings are removed from the ship. After review of the logbook records
and taking into account the notes of the on-board observer, certain sections of data
are played back onto hard-copy oscillographic records. Details of this operation
depend on the type of analysis being done; it may be desired to compare one channel
relative to another for a long period, or only the response for a short period around
some event such as a slam, Examples of hard-copy analog records are presented in
later sections.

2. Filtering and Digitizing

Most large-magnitude stress records, especially those associated with
slamming and similar dynamic events, can be separated into two components: wave-
induced, and first mode (“whipping”, or “springing”). Each component is character-
ized by its frequency. First-mode frequencies are typically on the order of 1 Hz,
while wave-induced components are lower in frequency (i.e., longer in period).
Separation of these components is accomplished by passing the electrical signal repre-
senting the stress level or sensor output through electrical filters adjusted for
the appropriate bandpass frequencies. The resulting filtered signal (or the original
combined signal) may then be reproduced on an oscillograph to produce a hard copy,
or it may be digitized in order to change its format for further processing.

Certain channels are selected for digitizing and further processing in-
to 1ibrary tapes. The details of this process are presented in Reference 2. In
this step the logbook record is collated with the corresponding stress or motion
data. In addition to a digitized data record, this operation also computes numbers
characterizing each data interval , such as the maximum peak-to-trough, root-mean-
square (RMS), number of peaks, etc. Some of these data have been used further in
various analyses described below.

The library tapes can be further summarized by deletion of the complete
digitized record. This sunmnarytape can provide a computer-generated 1isting of
environmental and characteristic data. Examples of these data are provided as a
separate Appendix to this report. The summary tape also provides the data base for
the parametric studies discussed below. Header block and data summary block formats
for summary tapes are given in Tables V and VI, respectively. It should be noted
that summary tapes do not contain data on which to base spectra, nor, as presently
structured, do they contain computed values for the original waveform. Values re-
ported are only for the wave-induced (m5ximum, RMS) and first-mode (maximum only)
canponents.

A general summary of the SL-7 data formats currently available is
presented in Table VII.
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TABLE V

DIGITAL TAFE HEADER BLOCK FORNAT

Byte Information Format

1 - 134 Tape Identification 8-bit EBCDIC

135 - 138 Number of Voyages on Tape 32-bit binary

139 - 142 First Voyage Number 8-bit EBCDIC
143 - 146 No. Intervals in First Voyage 32-bit binary

147 - 150 Second Voyage Number 8-bit EBCDIC
151 - 154 No. Intervals in Second Voyage 32-bit binary

155 - 158 Third Voyage Number 8-bit EBCDIC
159 - 162 No. Intervals in Third Voyage 32-bit binary

and so forth

unused bytes zero-filled



Byte

1-7+11-12

1- 10

13- 15

16- 18

19- 26

27- 30

31- 37

38- 45

56- 48

!9- 52

53- 56

57- 58

59-:,62

63- 64

65- 66

67- 70

71- 72

73- 74

75- 77

78- 81

82- 84

85- 88

89- 93

94- 95

96- 98

99- 118
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TABLE VI

INTERVAL SUNMAKY BLOCK FORMAT
.-

Information
_.—

Analog Tape Number

Voyage Number & Direct.

Logbook Index Numb er

Interval Number

Date

Time (Eastern Std. )

Latitude

Longitude

Course

Ship Speed (MT’H)

Shaft FWM

Beaufort Sea State

Relative Wind Dir.

Relative Wind Vel.

(knots )

True Wind Velocity

(knots)

Relative Wind Dir.

Wave Height (feet)

Wave Period (sec. )

Wave Length

Relative Swell Dir.

Swell Height (feet)

Swell Length (feet)

Barometric Press, “Hg

Sea Temp. (“F)

Air Temp. (”F)

Weather

Format

8-bit

EBCDIC

—

Byte
——.—

119- 128

129- 157

158- 256

257- 260

261- 264

265- 268

26’3- 272

273- 276

277- 280

401- 404

405- 408

409- 412

2273-227t

2277-228(

Informatio”

31anks

:onunents

Ceros

w. Wave Induced
Cycles

!?o.of Bursts
of Wave-
Induced Stress

SNS Wave-Induced

stress, psi

Flax.P-T Wave-

Induced Stress,
psi

Max. P-T 1st Mode
Stress, psi

fean Relative

Stress Level

1st Wave-Induced
P-T Detected

2nd Wave-Induced
P-T Detected

3rd Wave-Induced
P-T Detected

469 th Wave-Inducec
P-T Detected

470th Wave-Induced
P-T Detected

?ormat

8-bit

EBCDIC

i

32-bit
Binary

!

I

,
!

I

I

i

32-bit
Binary

I

I

i

!

~

!

i
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TABLE VII

SUMMARY OF CURRENT DATA FORMATS

Format Character stics

Analog Tapes Recorded at 0.3 ips, FM IRIG low-band, 270 Hz center
frequency--13 data tracks, 1 compensation track--tape 1“
wide, 0.001” thick, 3600 feet on 10 l/2-inch reels. Each
30-minute interval preceded by zero and calibration signals.

Osci11ograph Records Quick-looks reproduced aboard ship at 200:1 speed up--3 to
4 tracks per record--al 1 tracks reproduced--3O minutes
occupies about 3 inches of record.

Expanded time-histories of selected tracks--used for
instantaneous comparisons.

Digital Library Tape* 12,000 data points at 10 sampleslsecond (real time)
(unfi1tered) from each interval of selected transducers
on Recorder No. 1, plus logbook data, plus computed values--
approximately 700 intervals.

Summary Tape*

Logbook

TAB Printout*

PARM Oata Cards+

SPLOT Output

The Digital Library Tape with the digital record deleted,
leaving computed results and logbook data. One Sunmary
Tape contains data from the entire season from one trans-
ducer.

Environmental and ship operational data manually entered
by system operator. Oata is coded and entered on Digital
Library Tape.

All logbook data plus computed data character sties for
each transducer, from the Summary Tape.

RMS and maximum data values plus selected logbook data
for parametric studies.

plots of data mans vs. any parameter (such as Beaufort
Number), classified into families of five subgroups.
Tabulations also available (see Appendix B).

*See Reference 2-b.
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111. RESULTS

In general , the results of the first season of manual data acquisition were
gratifying. Large quantities of high-quality data were recorded. In any equipment
of this complexity operating over an extended period, some failures or breakdowns
are expected. However, due to the presence of the observerfoperator, the effects
of these were minimized and they were quickly corrected. His presence also assured
proper correlation of the vital environmental data.

l+. 1972-1973 Operating Season

It was originally planned to have the system operational in time to take
part in both builder’s and owner’s sea trials. Unfortunately, due to the number of
additional passengers scheduled during these tests, it was not physically possible
to have Teledyne engineers aboard the vessel. At the time of the first trial , the
system had been fully installed but had not had its final adjustments completed.

1. Manned Operations

Two Teledyne engineers met the vessel in Rotterdam upon her return
from her first sea trials on September 16, 1972. These engineers worked aboard
until September 28, 1972 when the vessel went on its second trial . It was decided
that it was stil1 impossible for Teledyne engineers to take part in the trials, al-
though the system was operational and ready to record data. The ship left on Sunday,
October 8, 1972, for New Jersey with two Teledyne engineers aboard. Recordings be-
gan on that date and continued throughout the westbound leg of Voyage 1. Both engi-
neers rode the vessel to New Jersey. During this voyage and subsequent roundtrip
Voyages 2 and 3, two Teledyne engineers rode the vessel. This manning scheme al-
lowed TMR to have four engineers trained in system operation, and provided the addi-
tional manpower required during the system start-up.

2. Voyaqe Sunmaries

A sunmary of the voyage and data as recorded by dates and tape number
is listed in Table VIII. With the exception of the westbound leg of Voyage 5, the
vessel was manned by TMR personnel during each crossing from Voyage 1 in October,
1972 to Voyage 12 in April of 1972. Manning was terminated for the season when the
ship returned to Rotterdam for drydocking in April , 1973.

3. Loqbook Data

During each crossing the operator kept a data log in which he made in-
dicated entries once every four hours. Logbook index numbers begin at No. 1 for
each crossing and typically there are 30 to 32 entries per crossing.

The recording plan during the past season was to record for two out of
every four hours when operating in the automatic mode. Thus, there are normally four
data intervals associated with each log index entry, and, since a tape can run for a
maximum of 40 hours real time and each data interval is 30 minutes in length, it is
theoretically possible to have 80 intervafs per tape. In practice, the operators
have changed tape in each machine at the beginning of each voyage. These first tapes
norrrallycontain 68 to 72 intervals , allowing for unused tape at the beginning and
end of each reel. Usually a little more than half way across two new tapes are
1oaded. These second tapes have varying numbers of intervals dependent on such iterns
as the ship’s speed, associated progress, and just when the system is secured. This
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TABLE VIII

?JAMG TAIE ANm VOYAGE S-Y

Data collection
Dates

10/8/72 ,.
10/13/72

10 I15I72 ,.

10/19 {72

10/23/72 to
10 I27I72

10/29/72 to

11/2/72

11/6/72 to
11/,0/72

11/12/72 ,.
11/16/72

11/19/72 to
11/24/72

11/26/72 to
121h/72

Data TaPe8
Prod.ce,

(TaDe Numbe r,)

1,2.3,6

5,6,7,8

9,10,11,12

13, M,15,16

17,18,19,20

21,22,23,2b

25,26,27,28

29,30,31,
32,33,36

12/29/72 ,. 35,36
1/4/73 Cne Record,.

Time-shared

mn3to

1/16/73 ,.
1/19/73

1/24/73 ,.
1/29/73

1/30/73 co
2/4/73

2{8/73 to
2!13/73

2/15/73 to
2/20/73

2/24/73 ,.

3/1!73

3/3/73 ,.
3/8/71

3{11/73 ,.
3/15/73

3/19/73 ,.
3/24/73

3/2.6/73 ,.
3/30/73

6/1/73 t.
4/5/73

37,38
On. Record,,
Time-shared

39,&o ,41,42

43,4&,45,46

47,48,63,50

51,52,53,54

55,56,57,58

59,60,61,62

63,6&,65, f,6

67,68,69,70

71,72,73,74

75,76 ,77,,8

79,80
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past season an average of 48 to 50 intervals are found on the second tapes. In
summary, during each crossing 2 tapes are usually recorded on each tape machine.
The interval numbers on each tape can run from 1 to 80 and these intervals are as-
sociated with logbook indexes 1 to 32 for each crossing.

4. Sea State Profiles

To assist in understanding the distribution of sea states encountered
during the first data season, Figure 6 has been prepared. This figure depicts the
occurrences of the various Beaufort Numbers reported divided into eastbound and
westbound voyages. The basis for these data is the logbook entry for sea state re-
corded once every four hours by the operator. A total of 623 entries were made dur-
ing the recording season; 324 during eastbound crossings and 299 during westbound.
Normally, four data intervals (30-minute recording periods) are associated with each
log entry. Thus, to obtain the total number of data intervals available at each sea
state, it is necessary to multiply the number of logbook entries by four. The
dominant Beaufort Numbers are in the range of 3 to 7, with the most entries obtained
at Beaufort 4.

A summary of the more important logbook data is presented in Appendix A.
This listing contains the following data:

a.
b.

::
e.
f.
9.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Voyage Number and Direction
Recorder No. 1 Tape Number
Interval Number
Index Number
Oate
Time (GMT)
Shio SDeed in Knots,,
Beaufort Number
Relative Wave Direction
Weather Observation
General Comments

5. Static Calibration

In order to obtain verification of the accuracy of the instrumentation
system operation a static calibration test was performed on the vessel at the loading
terminal in Rotterdam on April 9 and 10, 1973. This test sequence, by judiciously
controlling the unloading sequence, was designed to create known, or at least cal-
culable levels of bending and torsional stresses. By comparing calculated values with
system outputs a judgment of instrumentation system performance is obtained. The re-
SU1ts of this experiment are not reported here but have been issued as a separate
document (see Reference 3). However, the fol1owing general conclusions can be drawn
based on the data gathered during the calibration experiment:

a. The maximum observed normal stress for the calibration loadings oc-
curs in the hatch corner doublers (Hatch 9) just forward of the aft house in a direc-
tion parallel to the deck and at an angle of 22 degrees to the ship centerline.
Other hatch corners, at stations where hatch width changes are encountered, exhibited
high shear stresses near the stress relief cutouts.

b. The maximum calibration stresses are one-eighth to one-half of the
maximum peak-to-trough stress observed under normal seaway conditions. To put it
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another way, the applied calibration loads, or load distributions are approximately
one-eighth to one-half of those generated in a seaway for most gages.

Due to the low strain levels induced and the temperature differences
encountered du~~ng the calibration, thermal effects could account for a substantial
portion of most measured strains.

d. The midship transverse girder is a more sensitive indicator of
torsion than the midships torsional shear sensor installation.

6. System Reliability and Performance

System performance during the first season was consistent with that
expected from an installation of this magnitude. No strain gage circuits experienced
any failures. During Voyage 6 and part of Voyage 7 tape recorder problems were en-
countered which required the time-sharing of one unit until an additional machine
could be obtained and the defective unit repaired. It should be pointed out that
most of the equipment in the system is not new and has seen previous sea duty on
both the ABS “Large “Tanker Program” and two years of operation aboard Sea-Land’s
S.S. BOSTON.

Several data amplifiers did fail but on-board spares permitted replace-
ment within a short time. In addition, failure of several of the accelerometer units
were experienced. By selective switching of units, it was possible to keep the
signals of primary interest operational during most of the data intervals.

In general, system performance was good and the fact that it was oper-
ator-controlled contributed to its overall excellent reliability.

The system was re-energized in the Fall of 1973 prior to the first
manned voyages of the second season.

B. Data Presentation

1. General

As listed in Table VIII, 80 analog data tapes were produced during
the past operating season, 40 from each recorder. A data summary book has been
prepared for reference wherein every interval on every tape is identified by trans-
ducer.

During the first season, Voyage No. 4 presented some of the most in-
teresting data from the standpoint of exhibiting the heaviest weather with a variety
of relative sea directions. Since some characterization of the response data from
all transducers was desired, but the volume of data available was large, this voyage
was chosen for presentation in detail. Parametric studies were undertaken for al1
voyages, however.

2. Parametric Studies r

Starting with the Summary Tapes, eight Recorder No. 1 data channels
were selected for processing by the parametric studies computer program (see
Reference 2 and Figure 5). These channels were:
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a. Channel 1 - Longitudinal Vertical Bending (LVB)

b. Channel 2 - Torsional Shear Midships (TSM)

c. Channel 4 - Roll

d. Channel 5 - Pitch

e. Channel 8 - Forward Vertical Acceleration (FAV)

f. Channel 11 - Longitudinal Horizontal Bending (LHB)

9. Channel 12- Shear Forward Port (SFP)

h. Channel 13 - Shear Forward Starboard (SFS)

The RMS and maximum peak-to-trough wave-induced component of each
of the above parameters was plotted against Beaufort Number (although this is a wind
scale, the number reported corresponds general1y to a wel1-defined sea condition) in
various families of ship speed or relative sea directions. In order to derive a
single characteristic value within each Beaufort Number, the mean of both the maximum
and RMS values per interval were plotted. These results are presented in Appendix B.
Three types of data presentations are included for each data set:

a. A dot-plot of all values, interval RMS or maximum peak-to-trough.

b. A mean value plot of interval data set against ship speed or rela-
tive wave direction groups.

c. A tabular listing giving the number of points upon which the curves
are based and the set of standard deviations.

Extensive tabulations of digitized stress, motion, and logbook data
are avai1able to those interested through the Ship Structure Comnittee.

3. Maxima Observed on Recorder No. 2, Voyage 4

In order to present a sampling of the extreme data seen by Recorder 2,
all of the data for Voyage 4 (E&W) was played back on an oscillograph, annotated, and
scaled. In this manner a maximum peak-to-trough value was measured for each trans-
ducer for each interval. These data are presented in Table IX. As noted previously,
Recorder No. 2 data are monitored in four consecutive modes. Some of these mofis
are switched, however, to record other data. This is reflected in Table Ix.
should also be noted that the various maxima 1isted for any one interval did not
necessarily occur at the same time.

4. Simultaneous Response Data

It is often useful to compare a response waveform occurring at one spot
with that occurring at another spot at the same time. The complete records (all
Recorder No. 1 and No. 2 signals recorded at the selected instances) from four ex-
amples of high sea state conditions ar~,presented in Figures 7, B, 9, and 10, each
representing a different relative sea direction; i.e., head, broad-on-the-bow,
quartering and following.

5. Averaged Midship Maximum Stresses, Voyage 4

Six longitudinal strain gage arrays are located at midship, on the top,
mid and bottom sideshell , port and starboard. These are some of the most interesting

(Text continued on Page 105)



TABLE IX Sheet 1 of 8

VOYAGE04 EASTSOUND
TAPE22 FJCO%DER!72

,,A,,MODE MAXJXUM PEAK-TO-TROuai SIWAL VA!!IE(Psi)
(G, s)

,de. Interval Sea F3m HOUSE mm HOUS1
No. W.. State LSTS LS!iS LSBS LSTP r.sMP LS8P S~ sAs BGsT BG$B =RT1cfi T??!:_

4 2017 659 1281 2746 L84 1236 1111 1200 277 333 .18

; ;3

.12

4852 1648 2014 4s04 1260 1977. 2333 2333 444 599 .40 .12

7069 2636 2197 6921 llbk 1977 3333 3000 833 733 .s3

: 1:

.16

: 6866 2966 4486 8899 2423 5850 3722 4066 833 713 .71

5

.20

7 9430 4944 5218 9338 3392 8240 4666 5466 1277 799 ,98

;; 8 10712 6592 5676

,3L

6 10986 4362 8157 5166 5266 1222 1066 1.16 ,$6

7 25 7 7690 4065 3021 5273 3199 5932 3055 2800 833 666 .89 .3L

. 29 5310 3076 25b3 4724 2423 4120 2333 2133 666 599 .11 .38

: 33 : 8697 3296 4577 84:9 2617 6427 4111 6333 944 733 .89 ,Lo

LO 7 5493 2526 3112 L501, 1938 3213 1777 2600 611 533 .93 .26

11 2; 5584 2856 3387 5053 2035 36~5 2277 2266 833 599 .62 .40

12 Ls : 5127 2966 2746 4174 1841 3296 2000 2666 833 466 .67 .34

13 49 5 1324 3L05 3662 8789 2423 4532 2555 2800 885 466 .76 .hb

TAPE 24 F.EComm ~z

1b15 7873 3186 3939 5?21 2472 5022 3222 3600 833 531 .67 .32
1555 5L93 2966 2929 5822 2197 4316 2222 27’33 777 666 .67 .32
16 5 5218 2526 3204 Lu65 1831 3945 1944 2666 611 733 .49 .26
17 1; 4303 2526 2655 4065 1831 j~~~ ~~~j 1866 722 jj~ :jj .28
1S 17 : 4852 2417 2197 3845 1464 2066 L44 .20
19 21 4 4211 2197 2014 3735 L6&8 3139 1555 1733 444 40’3 .49 .22
20 25 5 2838 2197 1922 2746 1556 2354 1611 1733 555 466 .53 .26

21 29 6 3204 2197 2472 3296 1464 2197 1166 2200 777 400 .36 ,30

22 33 6 3021 2197 2014 2856 1556 2040 1277 1600 666 b66 .22 .26

23 5 4303 3076 4211 4394 2288 2511 1722 2400 888 400 .22 .26

2k ;; 6 2380 1538 2:97 2307 1007 1b12 1111 1133 388 266 .13 .20



TABLE IX (Continued)

voYAcE04 E.4sTDcuND

TAPE 22 RECOBDER 82

,! B!! ~~~~ MJXIm.f PEM–TO-TlOWH sTGNw VALUE (psi)

“de. 1“,..”.1 Sca
No. No. St.,, ARIA ARIB ARIC

~ i ~ — ~—~:-—’>8;8>3:3:;c~~;~
1896 4015—” 1003

263 4015 8030 1896

3

3346 1535 1906 4572 2109 1003

10 4

3078

8030 11242 3L57 5755 2598 35:3 7361 4015 1673 5353

J, 14 6 10018 12&&7 4349 8298 3306 5019 10595 5487 2007 7896

12491 14990 5799 11777 5904 8130 1093Q 9770 2899 10305

: ;! ; 12268 18336 6022 10439 4723 6926 12268 8164 2788 112b2

7. 26 7 61:b 12580 2788 5353 2361 3011 6915 3747 1449 4818

8 7 8699 13380 3011 8164 3542 6316 10818 5353 1673 6825

;6 6468 11644 2899 7093 2716 2911 9368 4684 1338 6124

1: 38 7 6580 11777 2230

11

5219 2598 2107 6692 3747 1338 54S7

62 5799 9904 1565

12 L6

6290 2598 3513 7807 4282 1003 6282

: 6692 10439 2230 4684 22C3 3412 5911 3346 1449 3613

13 50 s 6245 12045 2788 6692 2419 3714 7807 4684 1561 3747

TdF. 24 RECOMIER #2

1425 579J 8030 2565 5755 2119 28&8 7138 3747 1226 4416

15 s 5688 10573 3911 5353 2119 3346 6245

16 1: 5

3613 1338 3078

6357 10573 2342 5621 1896 2294 6692 3613 lLL9 4282

1? 4664 8967 2782 5353 21.19 3250 6022 3479 1115 3L79

18 ;: : 3680 8298 2230 5487 1561 2581 6692 3613 1115 3078

19 22 4 3792 5219 1449 3b79 14L9 2007 4126 ‘2007 669 2275
20 26 5 413S 6156 178b 46S4 1673 2296 5799 3212 892 2676

3457 6424 1784 4282 1784 2b85 5019 294k 780 15~2
:: 1’ : 2788 6022 1449 3479 1449 2007 4126 2275

23 38 5 468!4 7227 ?.342

669 1873

5085 2230 3059 6022 3479 892 2L09

24 42 6 24s3 &952 892 2944 1226 1338 3680 1873 669 2275



TABLE IX (Continued)

VOYAGE 04 EASTIIO.WD

TAIE 22 RECORL’l:R #2

,Fc!, “~~~ %i.lKLMJM P EAK-TC-TROUGR SIGNAL VA3.UE (PS { )

r-

—

Index Interval Sea

.No. No. State RIA RiB RIC R A
2 %’_.’z’ ‘3’ .’3!_.&_.?b*_

3 4 23L2 1338 557 2141 1417 502

;

803

2899

1204

1738 669 4015 2834 602

1;

1338 1003 1606

; &507 2676 6022 903 - 2810 1673 3212

; 15 6 9034 4282 l~ti 1;;:; 8857 1606 8922 4149 24S3 5621

5 7 9$80 4149 1784 11911 8975 1606 8922 4282 2676 5353
6 ;; 8 10372 5497 1896 14856 10864 1706 903L 4818 3122 6825

7 27 7 12268 L952 1449 13250 94b7 2007 6915 4149 3569 5&87

31 9926 W52 14&9 1271L 8857 1806 7026 4015 2788 4550

:
1.35

; 9257 3881 1226 9636 7103 1505 5465 3078 2565 .3747

TAPE 24 BECORJJER ti2

14 3 1784 803 2230 1873 3122 956

15 7

2899 k684 1896 3881

: 1561 936 1896 1472 2342 1051 3234 60z2 1673 4416

%_ RI o~ RlO~
i- c

NL-. uRI LB R12A R12C.<29 ‘k f____
‘“16 li ; 1338 936 1330 803 764 - 3346 1115 37b7

17 15 5 1561 936 1226 1070 21.19 860 - 2810 1226 37/,7

1338 1204 1003 803 1896 76& - 3078 892 4282

;: ; : 1338 803 669 803 1561 573 - 25L2 892 2810

20 27 5 1338 803 892 803 1784 573 - 2609 1338 281O
21 6 1561 1070 669 803 2007 573 - 2676 1226 2bQ9
22 :; 6 1449 1070 78o 803 1673 669 - 2810 1115 2810

5 18’36 936 1226 936 2676 669 1226 2944 1338 2676

:: :6 12f6 669 669 803 1338 573 1115 2007 1003 2810



TABLE IX (Continued)

VOYAGE 04 EASTBOUNI

TAPE 22 =CORDER (12

h,, NODE MAXIMUM PEAK-TO-TROUGH SIGNAL VALUE (ps L) Sheet h of 8

Index 1“,,,”,1 Sea
No. No, S,s,, TGFS-1 TG?S-2 TGFS.3 TGFS.4 TGM. I TC},S-2 TG!IS.3 TGMS-4 TCAS-1 TGAS-2 TC.LS-3 ‘lC!+-4

4 4 200E;7EGTO07 21E6071;G;X;15 IO;O 1226 1472
——

; 5242 3881 1784 hl!,9 3306. 20,0 1673 4282 2788 2275 2230 2810

3 1: : 5353 5487 3011 7361
4

6622 &&16 3346 6959 3792 3212 2788 ’015

6 6692 9502 5576 12045 8620 6825 5019 10841 6580 5353 4349 6156

5 ;: 7 981h 9101 3680 12714 8575 6022 b684 9636 8141 6558 4572 6955
6 24 8 14945 9904 6468 13785 12399
7

8030 5799 11510 7584 6022 4907 6559
28 7 11153 8833 4684 10305 77’34 5420 3903 ,495 5019 4015 ‘OLS S,S3

8 32 8365 5621 4126 8030 6495 4215 33h6 6692 3903 1944 1788 2944

9 - 36 : 7361 4952 3011 6959 7321 4316 3792 7628 3349 3078 2676 3613

— ..— —
~s~_~~L~EL_. TGXS-lX TGMs-2X TG>E-3X TU~S-4X

10 40 7 3011 3881 3234 4282 2834 803 780 107O 2899 28:0 %57 4684
11 44 3903 4604 3903 4952 2834 803
12 48

1070 4238 3212 3569 4684
[ 3792 4550 3680 4282 31J8 803 IN 803 5576 ’282 3569 5487

13 52 5 2899 4149 3792 6684 3C70 803 892 1070 /,’61 4149 3680 5,53

TAPE 24 RECORDER <12

14 4 5 3011 3747 3680 >881 3457 7’4 892 936 3792 3212 2453 3475
15 8 5 3346 4149 4661 4416 3569 6’9 892 936 3569 3747 3011 6149

-.
~~_Tc r +~GFS-~T:F.S+____ .=_______ —TLs&!Z _ _. .—... _TG5. s-lx TCSS.2X ‘KSS-3X

“i6 12 5 ‘7138 5888 3011 7G93 1277 171b 1388 2133 5~&Z 4749 3569 568,
17 7138 4415 2788 6022 1166 1285 1055 1933 3903 3212 2342 3747
18 ;: : 6803 4654 2899 5888 1388 1285 888 2066 2565 200, 2342 3212
19 24 4 6803 4818 2788 6022 1055 1142 94L 1’66 >565 2s62 1896 294’
20 28 S019 4550 323b 6959 1166 857 833 1866 2676 3346
21 32

178& 2409
: 5688 3747 3122 6692 1333 85, 944 2133 3680 2810 1896 ,0,8

22 36 6 6468 4282 2899 629Q 1166 714 777 2o00 2899 2141 1561

23
2141

40 5 5465 3613 2788 5888 1166 666 833 2000 3903 2810 M49 1676

IL.



TABLE IX (Continued)

VOYAGE 04 l?ESTP,OU~

TAPE 26 RECORDER $2

!!”77 ..”. ....”..“..,..“....,”.. . . . . . . . . , . .

.ndex Interval Sea w VOESE & HOUSE
No. No. S,.,. LSTS LsblS J,S8S LSTP LSW LSBP sw SAS BGST BGSB ~RTIC~ _VS

1 185& 659 732 1098 640

2 ; ;
863 555 666 222 200 .13

3399 1867 1464
. 10—

3076 1466 3060 1666 1400 666 400 .18
8

.18
5974 2746 1831 4724 2380 4708

: 1;
2388

16995 3076

5

16919 2472 78&7 7777
17 1: 20806 5273 1;% 17249 48>2 8240 7777

4944 10712 16809 4669 9181 7222

472f, 13550 16919 3936 8318 8611
3135 10528 17029 40?8 8867 6722
4396 1599 11755 b120 5100 4388

4394 9972 12!354 4120 6748 5277
3296 4577 7141 2563 2982 3111

2966 3662 428< 2197 3060 1946

3735 5676 6921 2929 4080 2611

5493 6317 9887 3753 5h93 3222

3296 5493 8459 2838 4551 3333

611

1111
1555

1611

1777

1388
1333

1722

833

777

599

1066

1666
1133

999

1133
866

799

733
466

599

666

599

599
666

.49

1.07

1,20
.93

1.20

1.11
.89

.98

.80

.53

.,4

.b9

.53

.40

.27

.16

.18

.30

.36

.30

.28

.30
.34

.30

.44

.60

.90

.62

.52

.56

6 21 10 16583

25 10 17510
i 29 10 151il

33 10815

1; ? 9064
11 ;; 7416
12 45 : 3914
13. 7 5562
14 :7 6386

3000

3333

3600

3600
2600

1111

1722

944

1111

1000

57 8 5768
:617 6695
17 65 7 7107

—

k504 6042 9338 3479 4002 3388

3186 4760 7800 2563 S100 3666

=COXDER 02

18 7 3b05

2A17

4724
5163

3625

5035 1622 3112 3221 2777

3662 7616 1831 2254 3277

4028 4738 3753 6367 3055

4028 9476 3622 6891 5111
640S 9064 2838 5168 3777

3333 1055
3666 722

3466 1055
5133 1000

6600 1222

2666 1111

2600 833

6199 1277
6666 1777

6733 1888

6333 1277

4000 1333
2333 888

1333 555

999 388

599
533

666

1133

1133

533

599

1200

1133

.22

.13

.49

.80

S8

S8

.44

.27

.49

.42

.46

.40

.36

.36

.40

.38

Sk

.64

!4
.68

.52

.28

.2k

.24

5

1:

49&6

6134

11352

8056

6225

4577

9979

10b37
997’3

9979

5493

3b79
3021

1>56

22

23

24

25

;:
2$

2746

2966

3515

4065
6152

5163

4504

3296
2197

1648

4303

2746

5676

7599

8972
7690

6042

384S
2288

7210 2380
&429 201&

9682 2929

13493 3753

12669 5035

15b50 2288
8034 1648

4635 357!3

2575 3936

3071 2555
2621 2555

5693 5555

5618 6111

7715 6055

6891 566b
4494 3333

2322 1277

1573 888

33

37

41
666

999

533

.49

.53

.53

.31

.22

.22

29

30

31
533
400

32 57 1281 1339 1007 13A8 833
—.—.-——..—

466.—



TADLE IX (Continued)

VOYAGE Oh WLSTUOUAD

TAPE 26 RECORDER #2

!..!! “... .“.,,J,,. ... ”-.-...,,,,7 .,..,., 1!,, ,,” ,.. . \ c.”.. ‘ “f *. ..”. .- ...”.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~,e., .,,.. . . .

.ndex Interval Sea

No. No. S,.,, AJIA ,W,l B ARIC ., &12A ,W2B AR2C AR3A .&F& AR3C AR4A AR&B AR4C

2 7 1380 2275 669 1070 557 573 1338 803 334 752 446
;6

—201”

435’1 6424 1673 3767 lf, &9 1912 4238 2542 892 2509 780 936

10 ; 4015 7361 1673 2676 1115 1720 3569 2007 892 2258 669 803

i 16 15809 22083 3457 15391 6468

5

7074 15057 10707 2788 12547 b461 4015

18 1: 14555 22217 4349 16&62 7138 68S3 18291 11510 2342 12296 &572 3881

6 10 125L7 21166 &461 17131 7361 6883 18403 12045 2453 11920 4238 3479

;; 10 1430& 22217 3657 16328 8365 8317 18960 13651 2230 11543 3903 3747
; - 30 10 11796 20611 3346 15926 6803 7074 18626 10974 2342 12171 L3h9 3747

34 9 12672 16997 3234 16462 7026 6022 18960 11108 1673 10665 3569 3:?9

1: 7026 13517 3011 12447 4684 4588 16395 8565 1225 7653 2788 25L2

11 :: ; 6022 10573 2342 6558 2788 3250 8030 4550 1338 3387 1226 1206

12 L6 5 5646 9234 2565

13 50
5621 2230 3346 7138 3881 1226 3136 1338 1204

7 8155 14187 3011 6558 2899 3919 3.365 4952 1673 46h2 1673 1672

14 54 7 6901 12045 3122 7361 3122 4302 9257 5353 1449 4391 1561 1606

15 58 8 790b 152S7 4126 8030 3680 4971 10484 5621 1896 4642
:6

1449 1472

62 7 8030 13651 2899 6692 3122 4397 9480 4684 1784 4642 1673 1338

17 66 7 8908 15123 3903 7093 3346 3537 8922 7495 1561 4893 4572 173’3

TAPE 28 RECORDER 02

18 2 7 6803 15793 3457 7152 3346 b380 9480 5353 1673 4391 1449 1472

;: 1: ; 9;80 20;79 45;2 72;7 33;6 60;2 93i8 - “5219 2230 5395 1673 1739

21 14 5 8141 17666 3346 8155 3346 37&l 11487 6022 1561 6148 2119 2007
22 18 4 9?34 16060 4015 7528 3346 5110 9591 5219 1673 5144 178& 1&72

23 22 3 5242 10573 2565 5646 2565 2920 7918 4149 1226

2& 26 L238 8565 2453 L266
3889 1551 1070

1673 2098 5799 2810 1115 3011 1115 1070

25 30 ; S699 18202 4461 8281 3680 5110 10038 6022 2342

26 34

5897 2007 2007

119JL 23957 5353 12547 4907 5292 17399 9368 2&53 9159 2788 3078
27 1; 12603 23020 4572 12045 5576 6387 16395 8164 2676 7904
28 :; 10

‘3122 2944

11487 22083 4572 11669 2565 4197 15280 8565 1896 5897 2565 2007

29 46 10 7918 17533 h461 7403 1.338 4927 11153 5888 1561 4768 1561 1338

30 50 8 L195 9770 2342 5019 L3h9 3376 6134 3881 1226 2007 1338 936

31 54 5 2565 6022 1226 2634 3903 1551 3122 2007 892 1505 780 803

32 58 5 1673 3366 892 1882 892 1186 21?.9 1472 669 1505 669 669



TADLE IX (Continued)
VOYAGE 04 W. ST DOUkV

T.WE 26 RECORDER 52

,, C>> MODE MAX1M7J4 PEAK-TO-TROWH SIIJfi VALUE (Psi) Sheet 7 of 8

Index 1.,,, ”.1 sea

No. NO. S,.,. RIA RIB RIC R2A R2B R2C R3A R3B R3C R&’i R4B R4C

137 3011

‘1

1204 4/,6 2409 2119 573 1338 936 892 1256 669 535

2 7 4768 2007 892 4015 3680 956 2342 1472 1338 2509 1449 936

3 1; 8 10038 46W 1.338 9234 6357 1434 h795 2676 ~015 4266 2330 1606
4 15 8406 2810 1001 9502 5?99 2390 6915 2964 1896 5771 1596 ~OQ~

5 1; 15558 8030 3457 12467 7807 3728 7472 3613 ~795 6524 ~015 ~~~~

6 H 10 12547 6692 2230 11376 8253 2963 5465 3881 3903 6273 2699

27 10 12547 5M7 2119 12179 8141 2963 6468 3881 ;::; 6273 2119 2275
: 31 10 11041 4684 1896 9368 6915 ;;; 4907 3078 4768 2342 1338

9 35 9 12672 5487 1784 10171 7695 5353

10 39

3346 24S3 4015 2119 1338

13927 5621 1449 12714 8588 1912 6915 4015 334f ~391 23&2 1&7z

11 43 : 13551 5621 lh49 13384 9034 1720 7026 4015 3346 b191 2565 1739

.
‘6A %’ ‘6’ ‘7A ‘7’ ‘7’ ‘8’ ~ $’ __

;9A E9B R9C

12 47 5 2509 38S1 1338 3747 6CIZ2 2390 3903 3346 14b9 3513 2676 1204—

13 51 7 3262 6825 1784 4684 7584 ::M: 5353 4416 1673 4Q~5 33L6 1338

14 55 7 2760 5487 1561 4684 6915 53S3 4015 1449 3513 3011 1070

15 59 8 2760 4952 1673 5755 8922 3346 5876 h282 1hh9 3136 23L2 1204

16 63 7 2258 4416 1673 4015 6915 3154 3680 3212 1784 3513 2342 1070
17 67 7 2007 3881 1673 3881 6468 2676 4126 3212 1784 h266 2230 1739

..-

.,

:
22

23

24
25

26

27

11

i;

23
27
31

?.4

39

3747
2944

3078

1873

2944
3078

3487
6,, ?

;226

1561

1115

669

1003
178&

2342
,11,

2;07
2634

1756

1505

1882
3136

3638
+787

5130

8365

9703
9480

‘CUE 28 RECORJ9ER #l

1837 2007 45s0 1561 4015 6468 3011 4795 3346 1561 3513 2676 1338
—. -..

R11A ’11’ %1’ 12A R12B R12C R13A % 3B % 3C R14A %B WC
,.. .

3iL6 1;77 1;73 -

43L9 1551 2275

3792 1733 1873

3346 1186 1204

4015 1551 1338

6022 1916 2275

7695 1825 2810

6134 1916 2676

1784 58971338
1449

1338

892

1226
1561

1&49

1AJ,9

43 144!
2Y 47 1) 1115 4149 1115 2007 2119 2372 5242 1739 1115 4391 1784 1070

30 51 8 1115 3316 780 1380 579’3 1642 34S7 1338 892 1E82 1338 1070

31 55 5 892 1873 557 1003 4126 1095 2230
32 59

936 892

5

1631 780. 803

669 1070 446 1003 1226 130 1338 803 669 1756 669 803 I

2007

1673

1226

1115

1338
1784

2453

3122

2007

2275

1472

1338
1338

2275

2676
2676

; 5085 1784 2509 3366 2463 6468 2161 ZI19 50~9 2230 2141 I



VOYAGE 04 WESTBOUED

TAPE 26 :+ECOl~ER {!2 TABLE IX (Concluded)
— . . ..... ...... . . “L.—.”.. .

0. >,””, .WLNJ!I YEm-, ”-lx””b. >Lm+.1. “al,.. <p,., ..,., . “, o

“6.X Interval se,
No. No. State HW-1 HLSS-2 l+L:S:~LSS-4 TGXS-1 TG!IS-2 TGHS-3 W-b TGAS-1 TGA5-2 TGAS-3 TG.+-J

147
~67~ii9ri ir1i4j—26.7.6—

1882 1606 1673 1739 2230 1720 1226

2 3164 3212 3122 4416 7584 6309 h572 9368 S576 4391 ;;fi ;;;

1: : 3764 4952 4907 4550 6692 3824 2788 5755 W2 3513

~ 16 652b 6558 5911 6692 9703 6883 52L2 11108 ;;; ~fi; 6022 7351

5 20 1: 6524 6692 6580 6022 12157 9655 7807 16328 6022 7227

6 24 10 6148 7495 6803 5487 15057 8986 6468 13919 8476 6273 59:1 6959

28 10 4140 5888 5465 4952 124!J1 7265 6022 13116 9591 6901 3792 6652

; 32 10 7528 10707 7249 7628 13941 9273 6715 15123 7249 6775 ;;: 7L95

9 3889 7762 6L68 6290 10372

1:

6118 8030 10305 9480 7152

:5

7896

3638 5487 &3!$? 4952 7918 5:53 4126 8967 6915 514L 3457 5888

11 L4 4 3387 4952 3903 4416 5576 3824 3122 6558 6022 b140 ~230 64X6
—..—

TGFS-1 TGFS-2 TGFS.3 ~yFs-4 TGMS-lX TG?K-2X TGXS-3X TGUS-4X

.

12 48 5 14555 869:1 5019 11376 3011 860 780 1070 L349 3513 2453 3747

13 52 7 21958 13116 81Q 15926 5242 9S6 1115 1204 5799 4391 2b53 ~~~~

14 56 7 16060 10439 5799 13517 4349 1147 892 1070 3457 3262 2899

15 60 8 16939 10439 6580 15257 4461 1147 1115 1338 6357 :;;; ;~;; L015

16 64 7 15057 10707 6022 14722 4126 1051 1115 1204 6692 1$654

17 68 7 12547 816& 5019 11242 3680 956 1115 120h 5019 3513 z~76 b28~
. —

TmE 28 RECORDER 02

1847 11599 8565 L684 11041 3569 638 1115 936 4795 3011 23L~ 3613
..-

Hz.sg-4 Tess-lx ‘CGSS-2X TGSS.. ?.CSS-4X ..__.-- tlL;S-1 HLSS-2 HLSS-3

19 7
-- . . --

.- -- . . -. -- -- -. -- --

20 1: 5019 6692 6357 6022 1722 1772 2111 3666 7026 4893 4572 6692

21 16 z 3680 5755 4572 5144 2277 2030 2333 3200 6692 4893 ;;;; 695?

22 20 4 4126 5755 4349 4266 1888 1409 1555 3200 5353 h168 5085

21 24 3 2899 4952 3680 3513 1277 1500 1222 2000 6238 3262 2788 4315

24 28 3234 4015 3792 3638 1333 1318 1888 2000 3503 2509 2230 3479

25 ; 4461 7762 7695 4768 2722 1909 3000 4066 ;;:; 5269 5019 ;;’;

26 : 6S93 10335 8699 7152 2500 3181 2500 5b66 5395 6134

27 40 1; 7695 11108 11153 7026 2333 2818 2611 5199 6134 652k 7672 1°171

28 44 10 5576 8164 72!9 6901 1500 2045 2000 4d66 702h 5019 3234 7227

29 48 10 4349 6424 5911 5355 1000 1863 1S88 3933 5130 3766 2565 42~~

30 52 3122 3881 2788 3011 2722 909 1166 2600 3680 3011 1673 334.6

31 56 : 2007 2275 1449 1882 2222 W 722 1333 2230 2007 1449 2676

32 60 5 1115 1472 1784 1380 388 318 777 999 1561 1380 780 1338

L.)
m
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FIGURE 7

SAMPLE SIMULTANEOUS RESPONSE OATA

The following pages present representative simultaneous

samples of al1 recorded signals on both tape recorders for:

Voyage 4 Westbound

Index 5

Interval 17 (“A” Mode)

18 (“B” Mode)

19 (“C” Mode)

20 (“O” Mode)

Tape 25 (Recorder No. 1)

26 (Recorder No. 2)

Beaufort Sea State 10

Relative Sea Direction Head

Ship Speed 22 Knots
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FIGURE 8

SAMPLE SIMULTANEOUS RESPONSE DATA

The following pages present representative simultaneous

samples of al1 recorded signals on both tape recorders for:

Voyage 4 Westbound

Index 7

Interval 25 (“A’[Mode)

26 (“8” Mode)

27 (“C” Mode)

28 (“D” Mode)

Tape 25 (Recorder No. 1)

26 (Recorder No. 2)

Beaufort Sea State 10

Relative Sea Direction Broad on Stbd Bow

Ship Speed 20 Knots

.
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FIGURE 9

SAMPLE SIMULTANEOUS RESPONSE DATA

The following pages present representative simultaneous

samples of al1 recorded signals on both tape recorders for:

Voyage 11 Westbound

Index 22

Interval 13 (“A” Mode)

14 (“B” Mode)

15 (“C” Mode)

16 (“D” Mode)

Tape 77 (Recorder No. 1)

78 (Recorder No. 2)

Beaufort Sea State 8

Relative Sea Direction Quartering

Ship Speed 29 Knots

.
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FIGURE 10

SAMPLE SIMULTANEOUS RESPONSE OATA

The following pages present representative simultaneous

samples of all recorded signals on both tape recorders for:

Voyage 4 Westbound

Index 26

Interval 33 (“A” Mode)

34 (“B” Mode)

35 (“C” Mode)

36 (“O” Mode)

Tape 27 (Recorder No. 1)

28 (Recorder No. 2)

Beaufort Sea State 9-1o

Relative Sea Oirection. Following

Ship Speed 29 Knots
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gages recorded on Recorder No. 2. The maximum peak-to-trough combined values
were scaled from oscillograph records for each interval on Voyage 4, separated
into sets by Beaufort Number, and the maximas averaged and PIotted. Figures 11-A
and 11-B present the results from this process. For general comparison, the
averaged results from the Longitudinal Vertical Bending (LVB), the Longitudinal
Horizontal Bending (LHB), and the Torsional Shear Midship (TSM) stress gages have
been plotted against Beaufort Number in Figure 12. These results are from the
wave-induced digitized data.

6. Wave Height Radar Data

As part of the continuing effort to obtain accurate information as to
the exact nature of the waves incident to the vessel, a wave height radar system
was installed aboard the SEA-LAND McLEAN. The output, in the form of a slant
range signal, is provided for recording on Channel 3 of Recorder No. 1. The anten-
na for the device is at the bridge level on the outboard starboard side. The
signal , of course, contains components of ship motions. Figure 13 compares the
slant range signal with Vertical Bending Stress, Bow Vertical Acceleration, and Roll
Sensor outputs.

7. Torsional Response Data

The simultaneous waveforms have been used to develop data plotted in
Figure 14, which shows the.relationships between strains at the upper corners of
the midship transverse girder, and overall midship torsional shear.

8. Simu]taneous Comparison of Longitudinal Gaqes

Figure 15 illustrates the set of instantaneous values from the six
longitudinal stress aaaws as functions of their locations. This fiqure is desiqned
to ~e comparable to ~i~ilar figures presented
for static conditions.

IV. DISCUSSION OF DATA

The following discussion is based on the

in the calibration re~ort (Refere~ce 3)

data presented from the first season.
In some cases points are discussed which are the results of observations made during
the calibration experiment (Reference 3).

Many relationshipps can be inferred from the data presented. It is the objective
of this discussion to explore some of the more salient features of the ship’s
response character sties. No attempt has been made to summarize or correlate al1
available data. Various forms of data summaries have been used to indicate the be-
havior of the signals originally recorded on analog tape. Oscillographic display of
the magnetic tape data results in time histories from which instantaneous comparisons,
waveform analyses, and other manual studies can be performed. The manual studies
include a table (IX) of maximum values for Voyage 4. In addition, eight channels
of al1 data from Recorder No. 1 have been digitized, summarized, and parametric
studies performed, as mntioned above.

.
Due to the mass of data collected, it is not possible to publish an all-inclusive

summary of results which will not lose some features of the data. Selected analyses
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Figure 15 - Instantaneous
Seaway Data from Midship
Longitudinal Gages.

Figure 14 - Comparison Between .Mid-
ship Torsional Shear and Horizontal
Bending of Midship Transverse
Girder.
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desired data or format in future reports or , if the need is pressing, to issue
appropriate supplemental reports.

A. Voyage 4 Simultaneous Response Oata

As indicated by Figure 6, no sea conditions in excess of those correspond-
ing to Beaufort 9 were encountered during eastbound voyages, and only two indexes
had Beaufort Numbers of 9. In either direction the most commonly reported Beau-
fort Number was 4, whereas the median value was 5. Ouring westbound voyages
Beaufort Numbers of 9 and 10 were reported about equally. Westbound voyages are,
therefore, used for high-sea-state, instantaneous data presentations. Voyage 4
had the highest average and peak sea states. It was, therefore, used to provide
simultaneous response data for signals assigned to Tape Recorder No. 2 for Figures
7, 8, 9, and 10.

Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 present recorded high sea state response data for
head, broad-on-the-bow, quartering, and following relative sea conditions. Ship
speed is reduced from about 30 knots to about 20 knots in the head and broad-on-the-
bow cases.

As expected, the most obvious difference between the four sets of data is
the period of the wave-induced (long period, low frequency) responses. In the head
or broad-on-the-bow data, the 8-9 second wave encounter period is obvious along
with the constant 0.8 Hz first-mode structural frequency. For the quartering or fol-
lowing sea cases, a much larger and less well defined wave-induced stress period is
present along with the 0.8 Hz first mode response. The magnitude of the peak-to-
trough 1ongitudinal vertical bending stress (LVB) is dependent on and approximately
eaual for similar sea state numbers.

1. Head Seas

An example of slamming is exhibited during Interval 17 (Mode A) of
Tape 25 (head sea). A fairly clean hogging stress is followed by sagging and high
first mode stresses. The first mode stresses gradually decrease over a period of
40 seconds. Vertical accelerations at the midship and forward deckhouse accelero-
meters are also evident and closely follow the vertical bending stress curve. At
the same instant there are similarly shaped but opposite longitudinal stresses in
the top and bottom hull sideshel1 gages (LSTP, LSBP, LSTS, LSBS, all on Recorder
No. 2, both port and starboard) with virtually no stress exhibited at the vertical
bending neutral axis (LSMP and LSMS). The bottom stresses are lower than those
measured by the top gages because they are closer to the neutral axis.

The smal1 differences, port to starboard, between the respective mid-
ship top, neutral axis (mid) and bottom sideshel1 gage outputs are due to horizontal
longitudinal bending components. This component, along with the longitudinal warp-
ing stress, also contributes to the nonzero output of the mid sideshel 1 gages.
Neutral axis shear gages (SAP and SAS) show similar responses with the opposite
polarity (due to the port and starboard wiring convention).

Another example of siamming is shown near the reference lines of the
“B’iMode (Interval lB) of the same tape. In this case the aft rosette responses
are monitored on Recorder No. 2. Although AR-1 and AR-2 are located in similar
positions but opposite sides, they nevertheless exhibit dissimilar responses in
magnitude for the longitudinal and transverse gages (elements A and C, respectively).
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In comparing the diagonal gage outputs, however, it should be kept in mind that
these elements are parallel to each other and are not symmetric about the ship’s
1ongitudinal centerline.

It is interesting to note that although the response period of these
gages is similar to that of the longitudinal vertical bending stress gages, their
peaks are more rounded and the waveform lags the bending sensor output S1ightly.
The largest output for this gage group is exhibited by the longitudinal element of
AR-4 which is located in the starboard longitudinal tunnel top. It reflects the
longitudinal bending stress at this location.

Intervals 19 and 20 (Modes “C” and “D1lof the same index) present similar
sea conditions and similar responses on the respective Recorder No. 1 sensors. The
longitudinal element of rosette R1 (located aft of the forward house) exhibited the
largest stress of the rosettes in this group. Second largest was the longitudinal
element of the similarly placed gage on the opposite (starboard) side. Virtually
identical stresses were measured by the diagonal element of this gage and the longi-
tudinal element of the gage located in the tunnel top (R3). A stil1 lower stress
was present in the longitudinal element of the outboard tunnel top gage (R4). To
summarize, the line load seems to be dropping off towards the outboard sides with
the forward house a significant factor in the transmission of bending stresses.

Only moderate stresses were recorded in the mid and aft transverse girder
corners (in the transverse direction). It is interesting to note that response ex-
hibited by the mid girder gages are predominantly wave-induced, while the aft
responses contain obvious first-mode components. The tensile stresses on the forward
plate of the transverse girder, coupled with compressive stresses on the aft (bulk-
head) plate, indicate a horizontal bending mode. Notice also that the midship
torsional shear sensor indicates some small torsional stresses of a similar shape.

2. Broad-on-the-Bow Seas

On the whole, the major characteristics of ship responses to this con-
dition are similar to that for head seas. Vertical bending stress is somewhat re-
duced while torsional shear, horizontal bending, and roll are S1ightly increased.
The pronounced first-mode slamming stresses are gone from the samp?e record.

All of the remaining sensor records are at or below the levels for the
head sea conditions. Although both sets of intervals were recorded at Sea State 10,
the present set is followed by a Sea State 9, and it is possible that the sea state
had, in fact, moderated to a small degree. Other studies of the overall Voyage 4
data indicate that the maximum peak-to-trough stresses are very strong functions of
sea state for levels of eight, and above. This may well explain the reduction in
stress magnitude. Logbook entries of the observer for this Index indicate spray
over the ship but no slamming. This is probably the result of the reduction in sea
state and not the change in relative sea direction.

3. Quartering Seas
.

The most obvious characteristic of the quartering and following sea
conditions is the long-period wave-induced responses. Another striking difference
is the indicated roll ~ 13 degrees in Interval 13 (“A” Mode) . This is accompanied
by virtual lY no pitch or vertical acceleration, but significant transverse accelera-
tion in phase with the roll, In this case the longitudinal neutral axis stress
midships is not negligible, but is composed primarily of horizontal bending. Note
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the out-of-phase relationshipp port and starboard, and the similarity to the longi-
tudinal horizontal bending stress sensor output. It should be noted that although
torsional stresses may contribute to this signal , the period of the torsional shear
sensor output is different from that exhibited by the neutral axis or horizontal
bending sensors.

Of the aft rosettes only the diagonal element of AR-1 (port side, near
hatch cutout) showed significant strains, probably due to its being aligned with a
stress trajectory from the aft house around the hatch opening.

The measured rol1 period does not correlate to the vertical or horizontal
bending or torsion sensors. Rol1 does, however, correspond general1y to the forward
hul1 longitudinal strain sensors (HLSP/T-T/B).

Only smal1 stresses were recorded for mid and aft
The forward and aft signals seem to be uniformly out of phase.

4. Following Seas

The sample record presented for the fol1owing sea
associated sea state than the preceding quartering condition.
of first-mode excitation are present on all traces. In general , tie peak-to-trough
stress levels are higher than for the quartering sea case. This is due, however, to
the increased sea state rather than the relative sea direction. (A later section in
this discussion will present data to affirm this assertion. )

transverse girders.

condition has a higher
Manv more instances

Another characteristic of this data set is the nonperiodic nature of
most output traces. This feature makes comparisons of phase behavior among the
responses difficult.

The vertical bending sensor shows some evidence of slamming (a rela-
tively clean hogging moment followed by first-mode excitation and an increasing sag-
ging moment. ) As would be expected from the following seas, very little torsional
shear is present. Roll motions were significant at 20 degrees peak-to-trough.
This trace is not a smooth sinusoid as in the case of the quartering sea, but re-
flects a continuous forcing function application without a steady state or decaying
component.

Although virtually no pitch is present, a midship vertical acceleration
in excess of O.lg (peak-to-trough) was present, indicating a heaving translation.
A decoupled (i.e., not at the same or harmonic frequency) transverse acceleration
component of about 0.4g peak-to-trough was also exhibited. The horizontal bending
signal correlates reasonably wel1 with the roll angle. It can also be seen that
the forward shear sensors correspond closely to the midship longitudinal stress
sensors (available only in the “A” mode) including phase, indicating that these
shears are generated mainly by overall vertical bending.

A large (approximately 20 Ksi, peak-to-trough) stress was again present
in the diagonal element of the port,aft rosette (AR-1). However, there again was
no correspondence between the longitudinal and 1ateral elements of this gage and
the symmetrically placed elements on the starboard side. This may be due to the
nature of the cargo loading. If the net load in each hold has a port or starboard
component the static and dynamic effect of this offset may be to induce these
types of stresses.
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Gages located in the longitudinal tunnel exhibit the largest stress
in the longitudinal direction both forward (gages R-13 and R-14) and aft (gages
AR-3 and AR-4). In all cases these stress outputs closely follow the midship
vertical bending sensor output.

B. Extreme Variations with Sea State

All maximum peak-to-trough values (combined wave-induced and vibratory) of
the six longitudinal stress sensors have been averaged for each Beaufort Number of
Voyage 4 and plotted in’’Figures11-A and 11-B. In addition, Figure 12 shows similar
averages for the LVB, LHB, and TSM transducers taken from the digitized wave-induced
records. In.all cases, each average contains all ship speeds and relative wave
directions.

Average vertical bending and individual midship longitudinal stresses (port
and starboard, top and bottom) all increase with increasing sea state. However, at
Beaufort Numbers of eight and above, they increase at a faster rate. This situation
does not seem to hold for the Torsional Shear Midship or Longitudinal Horizontal
Bending sensors. The midship longitudinal neutral axis gages (port and starboard),
which see the combined horizontal bending and restraint-of-torsional -warping stresses,
similarly do not exhibit the marked stress increase above Beaufort 8. It is there-
fore probable that the vertical bending stress increases are real and not due to a
systematic error in 8eaufort Number estimation.

The stresses measured by the six longitudinal gages include components from
vertical , horizontal , and torsional loads. The values for the neutral axis pair
(X’s in Figures 11-A and 11-8) are relatively insensitive to vertical bending, how-
ever, so the moderate increase with increasing Beaufort Number must be an indication
of increasing horizontal and/or torsional 1oads. This is confirmed by inspection of
Figure 12, which shows an equally moderate increase in those components. The fact
that the individual stresses at the bottom on each side are consistently lower than
the comparable deck stresses is because of the location of the neutral axis at about
44% of the depth, measured up from the baselinc. The significantly higher values
for vertical bending at Beaufort Numbers above eight are probably the result of the
existence of waves, or combinations of waves and swells, considerably higher and
longer than those observed at the lower sea states. Inspection of the logbook data
for Voyage 4 in Appendix 4 shows many intervals of reduced speed operation with
pitching and slamming noted.

c. Sample Wave Height Signals

Two intervals of wave height radar outputs are presented in Figure 13.
This instrument measures the slant range from a position on the forward house to the
ocean surface at a constant relative bearing. A minimum of two corrections are re-
quired in order to correlate these data to the wave height. Although the angle
between the ship’s vertical axis and the radar transmission axis is constant,
ship’s rol1 alters the angle between the transmission axis and the ocean surface.
This, in turn, changes the slant range. In addition, the vertical height above
the ocean changes due to pitching and Ifeaving. This also changes the slant range.
Some of the required correction signals are available from the instrumentation
system. Roll angle can be utilized directly. A double integration of the forward
vertical acceleration signal wil1 yield the change in vertical height of the radar
from any reference level.
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In reviewing the output traces of the wave height radar some correla-
tion can be seen between the roll and radar output. Although this correlation
could be due to the waves affecting the ship’s roll, it is probable that the re-
verse is true; the roll is affecting the measured wave height. A lesser corres-
pondence is seen between the vertical acceleration and the radar output. 1n some
instances, however, the periods of these two signals coincide.

(This discussion has ignored the second-order effect on true wave height
from changes in angular relationships due to the accelerometers being mounted in
the strap-down configuration. )

D. Torsional Stress Indicaters

One of the conclusions of the Calibration Report (see Reference 3), is that
the midship transverse girder gages (TGMS) are a more sensitive indicator of torsion-
al loading than the midship torsional shear sensor (TSM). Seaway data provide an
additional reinforcement of this assertion. Figure 14 presents a plot of the tor-
sional shear sensor output against a measure of the horizontal bending in the midship
transverse girder. Each point represents a randomly-selected peak-to-trough stress
reading with ordinate and abscissa values taken at the same instant in time. The
data from which these points were drawn represent the higher sea states. The dif-
ference between the signals from the upper (fore and aft) corner gages in the trans-
verse girder is taken as the measure of horizontal bending in the girder. Since the
output of these gages is 180 degrees out of ,phase, their algebraic difference re-
sults in their absolute values being additive. A pure horizontal bending component
is thus generated with twice the sensitivity of a single gage. (This bending results
in an “S” curved transverse girder with the ends at each longitudinal tunnel acting
as fixed. )

It can be seen from Figure 14 that the horizontal bending stress generated
in the transverse girder is higher, by a factor of approximately 16, than the cor-
responding torsional shear stress for all sea directions.

E. Midship Longitudinal Gaqes

The odd behavior of the six midship longitudinal stress gages during the
calibration experiment (see Reference 3) raised some questions as to the correct-
ness of the instrumentation system with regard to these gages. Seaway data can be
used to verify their proper operation under the assumed conditions.

Figure 15 presents a plot of the output from these six midship gages for
an instant in time. A head-sea condition was chosen so as to minimize the torsion-
al contribution to longitudinal stress which cannot easily be separated from the
horizontal contribution. As shown in the figure, the stresses are wel 1 behaved and
what one would expect of a vertical bending condition with a small horizontal compo-
nent. This representation is typical of that which was observed in many instances
for the seaway data. It thus affirms the proper operation and configuration of
these gages.

F. Parametric Studies (Appendix 3)

To aid in the interpretation of the results of the parametric studies
(which are, in effect, a presentation of the entire season’s data from eight of
the most important transducers), the plots and tables from the Longitudinal Vertical
Bending (LVB) stress data will be considered in some detail .
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Figure B-1 is a “dot-plot” of the RMS stress value from the LVB trans-
ducer by Beaufort Number for the entire season. There are 2,078 points shown.
The great scatter in each Beaufort Number is caused by the fact that these points
are from all relative wave directions and all ship speeds. Figure B-2 has been
plotted from these basic data points analyzed into five classifications of ship
speed. The classification nomenclature is given in Table B-II, and in all of the
Tables 8-III through B-XXXIV at the end of Appendix B. Again, the average values
given for each ship speed also contain some range of relative wave direction.
Figure B-2 shows that the highest mean values of RIISvertical bending stress were
measured at 8eaufort 10, at ship speeds between 20 and 25 knots. Note that at the
next higher speed range the stresses were lower at the highest Beaufort Numbers,
which is probably due to predominantly quartering or following seas. There are
no reported cases of operation at fu~T speed at Beaufort Numbers higher than 9.

Figure 8-3 is a similar classification of the data by relative wave
direction. The values for Beaufort 10 (which contain a range of ship speeds as
shown in B-2) indicate that the highest stresses were experienced in head seas,
the next highest at relative wave directions from 31 to 60 degrees, and the next
highest in quartering seas. Beam seas produced the 1owest vertical bending
stresses at Beaufort Numbers 8 and above.

Figures B-4 through B-6 are organized in the same way except that they
present the distributions of the maximum peak-to-trough stress variations. The
stress amplitudes scales are doubled, but the general distributions are the same.

The tables following these figures in Appendix B present the basic data
for the figures, and, in addition, the standard deviation of the mean values.
These provide a measure of the scatter of the data.

Some brief co!mnentscan be made concerning the results of these para-
metric studies:

1. Horizontal bending stress is much lower than vertical bending stress,
and is less sensitive to variations in ship speed and relative wave direction,
although quartering seas appear to contribute significantly to higher stresses at
Beaufort 10.

2. Torsional Shear Midship is even lower, with less scatter at Beaufort
9 and 10. Quartering seas are a factor at 8eaufort 10.

3. Forw,ardShear Port and Starboard results are essentially the same. The
largest shearing stress variations occurred at Beaufort 8, in broad-on-the-bow
and quartering seas,

4. The Roll results show more rolling at higher Beaufort Numbers with
higher speeds. Quartering and beam seas cause the most rolling. A maximum
dynamic rol1 of ~ 18° was recorded at Beaufort 10.

5. The maximum pitching angle was ~ 2.5 degrees at Beaufort 9. The most
pitching occurred at head seas, the least at beam, quartering, and following.

6. The Forward Acceleration (Vertical) showed a maximum of ~ 0.45 g.
Highest values were recorded in head seas.
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This report presents data in a number of forms, those which seemed most ap-
propriate for an overal1 survey of the data from the first season. Included are
expanded time-histories, logbook tabulations, tabulations of maximum values scaled
from compressed time-histories, and plots derived from parametric studies of
digitized response and logbook data. Also available, but too voluminous for
publication, are tabulations Of response and logbook data for each interval , al1
season, for all eight digitized transducers. As a guide for the consideration of
possible expansion, modification, or deletion of these data formats, Figure 16 has
been prepared to indicate the various possible data presentation formats.

Of the formats il1ustrated, al1 but the spectral computations and manual tabula-
tions of logbook data have been used in this report. From the standpoiiltof rela-
tive cost the manual formats shown at the top of the figure are least costly, but
are cumbersome where a number of transducers are to be compared. An expanded time-
history is essential for the instantaneous comparisons, since the digital data from
different transducers have no common time base once a specific interval is defined.

Digitizing the data is relatively expensive, both in man-hours and in computer
costs, but this method has great advantages for rapid tabulations and plots of both
logbook and response data. At present the data is fi1tered so that RMS and maximum
values are computed from essential1y pure wave-induced response, for comparison with
design data derived Qn the same basis. Vibratory components from S1amming or other
excitations are retained in the basic digitized record of 12,000 data points from
20 minutes of each 30-minute interval. Spectral computations are made from this
record.

In considering decisions on data formats, the basic questions concerning the in-
formation desired should be formulated in terms of choice of instantaneous vs.
statistical data, a few samples under specified condions vs. the entire season, need
for future use of the same data, one transducer or many, and so forth, in order to
arrive at a rational decision balancing information desired against cost.

VI. SUMMARY

The first season of data acquisition from the S.S. SEA-LAND McLEAN was a suc-
cessful one. This report has presented a large amount of data with brief discussions
and evaluations. As additional data are acquired during the second season, and the
first season data is analyzed more completely, a comprehensive picture of the struc-
tural behavior of this unique class of vessel will emerge.
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APPENDIX A

Partial Listing of Logbook Data
First Season

S.S. SEA-LAND McLEAN

Nomenclature

VOY =

TP =

INT =

IDX =

DATE =

Time =

SPD =

BN =

RWVD =

Voyage number, East or West

Analog magnetic tape number

Data interval number

Logbook index number

MonthiDay\Year

GMT

Ship speed, knots

Observed Beaufort Number (appearance of sea)

Relative Wave Direction (degrees, Port or Stbd)
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APPENDIX B

PARAMETRIC STUDIES

This appendix contains the plots and tabulated sumnaries resulting from the
parametric studies program, designated “SPLOT”. Each plot presents either a
five-curve fami1y of various ship speeds or a five-curve fami1y of relative wave
direction groups for a transducer output against Beaufort Number. Within each.
Beaufort Number, the magnitude of a particular point is determined by calculating
the mean of the appropriate data. A superscribed note on each plot designates
which value is applicable. The measured data set is composed of the maximum wave-
induced peak-to-trough value within each 30-minute data interval, or the RMS value
determined for that interval. The graph title notes which character zation is ap-
plicable. Eight measurements , all from Recorder No. 1, were selected for study:

1. Longitudinal Vertical Bending Stress
2. Longitudinal Horizontal Bending Stress
3. Torsional Shear Midship Stress
4. Fotward Shearing Stress-Port

Forward Shearing Stress-Starboard
:: Roll Angle
7. Pitch Angle
8. Forward Hul1 Vertical Acceleration

Each tabulated summary (Tables 111-XXXIV) presents a listing of al1 plotted
points along with the number of data points comprising each plotted mean point and
its standard deviation.

Table B-I provides an index for al1 parametric plots and summaries.

Table B-II gives the code for the ship speed or relative sea direction curve
families as used in the plots.
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T&BLE R-1

Fiw?, and ?.ble Indexf,, P,rawt,{c St,di,,

Mote : AP,b; C numbers a,, Fi w,, N“.bW5 B-1 , etc.

Row, numheral , are Table !luti,r, B-I11,et,.
%w Table 111 for definttiO. of Sm$.r Abbwvt.ti,ms

TABLE B-11

LEGEND FOR PARAMETR1C STUDIES

/
Ship’s

SYMBOL
Relative Sea

Speed, Knots OfrectiOn, Dw. P 0. S

x 25-30 121-150

0 30-35 151-180
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